
The League of  Women Voters 

recently celebrated its 100 year Anniversary.  

We are a non-partisan, grassroots  group  –

we do not endorse or campaign 

for any party or candidate. 

Our focus is encouraging informed & active 

participation in government.  The League actively 

works to protect citizens’ right to vote and to 

provide education regarding voting.  

LWV





This presentation will focus on several tips and tricks 

for making sure that information you are viewing

about political issues and candidates is meaningful

and accurate.



“Democracy cannot succeed unless those 

who express their choice are prepared to 

choose wisely”.

Franklin D. Roosevelt





“

”



Being an Informed Voter    

Prevents Blisters!



Be An Informed Voter:

Is your information meaningful?

Step #1:  Recognize Propaganda



Propaganda:

A strategy for influencing, or 

even controlling, behavior

by the use of  specific 

manipulative techniques.



Advertising is a form of    

propaganda.

It tends to be relatively 

harmless….



But not 

always!



You want to be aware 

of  when propaganda 

techniques are being 

used for political 

purposes.



Joseph Goebbels was the 

Propaganda minister for 

Hitler’s 3rd Reich.  He is 

recognized as a master of  

propaganda.  He was 

obviously very successful in 

getting the German people

to support Hitler’s regime.



Manipulation Technique #1:  REPETITION

Repeat something over & over & over again…Eventually people will accept it as truth.



Manipulation Technique #2:

Glittering Generality:

An essentially meaningless 

statement that causes us to 

have positive feelings –



Vague and meaningless, but has big emotional appeal.



Manipulation Technique #3:  

NAME CALLING – again, gives no meaningful information.



Manipulation Technique #4:  SIMPLIFICATION

Take a complex issue and  claims it to be an “either/or” situation.

Counts on the listener not researching the issue.



Oversimplifies – Be against gun reform or you will be forced to   

give up all of  your guns. 



Manipulation Technique #5:      DIVISION

Sets up “Us vs. Them” and polarizing “Either/Or” scenarios .

Purpose: to distract from the real source of  problems & weaken the ability 

of  the population to form real solutions.



This 1840’s cartoon depicts “whiskey-loving” Irish and “beer –drinking” 

German immigrants stealing the election and the cause of  society’s 

problems.



Us vs. Them 

is often also combined with  

illogical cause/effect scenarios

that try to create an emotional 

response – particularly  fear.



This vintage political 

ad tells us that 

women who want 

the right to vote

(and their allies) are

“against” men.



Manipulation Technique #6:  

TRANSFER

A universally positive symbol or image is 

used along with a product or candidate. 

The viewer then subconsciously 

“transfers” that positivity to the product 

or candidate.



We associate the happy/cute image 

with the product being sold.



The American Flag is a 

perennial favorite in 

political ads….



But he SEEMS like 

a nice guy…. 

Adolf  Hitler with Children



To Summarize –

Don’t fall for:

Repetition:  hearing it again and again doesn’t make it true.

Glittering Generalities:  Sound snappy, but meaningless.

Name-Calling:  Wasn’t useful when we were kids, isn’t useful now.

Us vs. Them:  Not productive –just sows division and discord

Transfer: Attaching positivity from one thing to another.



Remember that propaganda is designed to manipulate you

through repetition or an emotional response.

– it does not provide meaningful information!



Don’t be manipulated by propaganda:  

Newseum.org uses the acronym S.E.E.D. to help people recognize propaganda and reduce its influence. 

Website information included in handout. 



Misinformation:

If  we want to be informed voters, 

we also need to be aware of  information that is 

biased, inaccurate….. 

or downright false.





Fake news used to be a little more obvious…..



How can you spot “Fake News”?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkwWcHekMdo&feature=emb_title


Tip #1:  Check the Source

Tip #2:  Look Past the Headlines

Tip #3:  Check the Context



Tip #1:  CHECK THE SOURCE



No author – big red flag.  Anyone could have 

written this!           

Is the author stated?

Check their Facebook page.

Do a Google Search.

What credentials does the author have?

What organizations is the author affiliated with?

Could the author be a troll?



Troll: A fake social media account that spreads misleading information or discord.

May be computer generated, rather than a real human being.

May originate outside of  the United States.



Is this a real person?



There is no such person as “Chloe 

Evans”. 

This profile was actually generated 

from St. Petersburg, Russia. 



This Facebook page described 

events that never happened in 

order to influence opinions 

about U.S. political candidates.



Check the Source Example #2:

“A St. Louis Doctor is Telling It Like It Is!!” 



This video featured a “doctor” claiming to have 

the “real” scoop on coronavirus. 

Who is this man?  

I googled him.

Turns out he is not an infectious disease expert, 

and is not even a medical doctor.

He is a chiropractor. 

His name is Eric Nepute.



I also found a

cease and desist

order from the

Federal Trade

Commission ...



What I did NOT find were any sources that praised his information 

as being credible – in fact, just the opposite:

source: Snopes.com

This article is from one of  several 

reputable fact-checking websites 

that will be shared later in the 

presentation.

https://www.snopes.com/news/2020/04/15/real-doctor-tonic-water/


Eric Nepute’s video was shared on Facebook

over 2 million times.



Example #3 – Check the Source…..

and introducing – Read Beyond the Headlines!



This article comes from a 

newspaper rather than an 

individual. 

Is this true? How do you know 

if  the Washington Examiner is a 

reliable source?



Reliable = Consistently reports factual information that 

can be verified as true. 

Unreliable = Consistently reports information that can

be shown to be false.           

Biased = Manipulation of  information through selection & highlighting 

of  only certain facts & events.

Publishing opinions that only present one side of  an  

argument and/or consistently favor one point of  view.              



You can check the Reliability and Bias of  your news source 

with the MEDIA BIAS CHART

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RL-CHyzgK1Q


The Washington Examiner

is rated as very biased & has

mixed factual vs. inaccurate 

reporting.



Next step:  Check OTHER Sources
Do a quick google search – “Trump Nobel Prize”

Hmm… a lot of  sources that are familiar to 

me are reporting the same thing –

and I also see the headline

“ Joe Biden Nominated for Novel Peace Prize”

& even mention of  Vladimir Putin 

nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize too!

Sometimes you have to dig even deeper….



I started to wonder –

how do you get nominated for a Nobel Prize? 

So I went to the Nobel Peace Prize website.



As it turns out, a lot of  people can nominate someone

– and the Nobel Prize Committee does not disclose nominations

until 50 years have passed. 

The Committee has received 318 nominations for 2020.

The Nobel Prize Committee chooses 20-30 eligible candidates

for consideration from the nominations, among whom one is 

chosen to be the recipient of  the prize.

A good question would be – who nominated a particular individual?

With more information, it is apparent that making the “short list”

of  nominations is much more meaningful than being nominated.



“Trump Nominated for Nobel Peace Prize” 

“Biden Nominated for Nobel Peace Prize” 

These headlines & articles show bias –

- Headline draws attention to one person’s nomination over another’s.

- The article is biased if  it reports on one person’s nomination without mentioning other 

nominations.

- The article is biased if  it does not give the bigger picture of  the nomination process, creating a  

distorted perception of  the importance of  a nomination.

BIAS:



LOOK PAST THE HEADLINES

Example #2



On November 18th, 2019, the New York Times published an article 

with the headline 

“How Scientists Got Climate Change So Wrong”.

Sounds  like a piece that debunks climate change, doesn’t 

it?



But if  you read past the headline, you would 

discover that the author was in fact stating his 

opinion that scientists underestimated

the rate and severity of  climate change.



You really do have to read 

past the headlines!



Tip #3:  PAY ATTENTION TO CONTEXT

Film Critic:  Best movie I’ve seen all year – of  course, 

it’s the only movie I’ve seen all year.

Movie Review: 

Film Critic says “Best Movie I’ve Seen All Year!”



Remember that pictures & videos, as well as quotes,

can be misleading when taken out of  context.



Save the Planet, Eat the Children

This clip was widely shared on social media 

platforms & certain news outlets as being an 

example of  the “liberal” point of  view.

Not only would this conclusion be an example

of a logical fallacy ….certainly not “typical”…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWrGswMjdng


A quick look at 

FACTCHECK.ORG reveals that 

the whole incident was staged by 

the

Lyndon LaRouche Political Action 

Committee, 

which supports Donald Trump & is 

named after Lyndon Larouch.  

Lyndon Larouche himself, now 

deceased, served time for fraud, 

obstruction of  justice, mail fraud, 

and conspiracy.

The woman in the video was a plant:



Although this incident happened last fall,

this clip and its accompanying misinformation

is still making the rounds.



To Summarize:



What Can You Do To 

Combat 

Misinformation?





BECOME  FAMILIAR WITH FACT-CHECKING 

WEBSITES:

Factcheck.org

Politifact.com

Snopes.com

factcheck.org
politifact.com
snopes.com


Q:  But why should I trust these Fact Check websites?

A:  Examine the process they use to verify information.



Transparency 

in process

used to fact-

check.



REALLY GET TO KNOW THE CANDIDATES

What experience do they have? 

What are their plans for positive impact?

If already in office, how have they voted?

Where has their campaign money come from?



justfacts.votesmart.org

opensecrets.org

a couple recommendations:

justfacts.votesmart.org
opensecrets.org


justfacts.votesmart.org

Particularly helpful for 

candidate resumes, voting 

records, endorsements, 

& positions on key issues.  

Also contains fact-checking 

of  statements made by 

candidates.

justfacts.votesmart.org


Biographical

information.



Campaign Finance

Information



Approval Ratings 

by Special 

Interest Groups



Voting Records



OpenSecrets.org

Particularly helpful

for “following the 

money” in politics

opensecrets.org


and critical 

information 

about political 

action groups 

and “dark 

money”….



Use the  Media Bias Chart

to find neutral, reliable news sources.

Reliable = Verifiable Facts            Bias = Manipulation through selection, highlighting,

and opinions that consistently favor one point of  view.

Neutral, High Factual Reliability:  Associated Press, NPR, BBC, PBS

Some Bias and Reliability Issues:  Epoch Times (right bias), Daily Beast (left bias)

Serious Bias and Reliability Issues:  Fox News, Breitbart (right bias)

Daily Kos, Occupy Dems (left bias)

https://www.adfontesmedia.com/


You can make a difference by politely calling out misinformation when 

you see it.

Be diligent about fact-checking, and thoughtful about sharing. 



Next: Reliable sources for voting information.



Vote 411.org

Mi.gov/vote


